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Distributed Line Graphs: A Universal
Technique for Designing DHTs Based on
Arbitrary Regular Graphs
Yiming Zhang and Ling Liu, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract— Most proposed DHTs engage certain topology maintenance mechanisms specific to the static graphs on which they
are based. The designs of these mechanisms are complicated and repeated with graph-relevant concerns. In this paper we
propose the “distributed line graphs” (DLG), a universal technique for designing DHTs based on arbitrary regular graphs. Using
DLG, the main features of the initial graphs are preserved, and thus people can design a new DHT by simply choosing the
graph with desirable features and applying DLG to it. We demonstrate the power of DLG by illustra ting four DLG-enabled DHTs
based on different graphs, namely, Kautz, de Bruijn, butterfly and hypertree graphs. The effectiveness of our proposals is
demonstrated through analysis, simulation and implementation.
Index Terms— Distributed networks, network topology, distributed hash tables, regular graphs
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1 I NTRODUCTION

D

ISTRIBUTED hash tables (DHTs) [1], [2] become
increasingly popular in recent years. DHTs have two
important properties, namely, the node degree (i.e.,
the number of neighbors of each node), and the network
diameter (i.e., the largest distance over all the pairs of
nodes). Constant-degree [3] DHTs have an exact or asymptotic constant node degree irrespective of the network size, thus ensuring scalability as the network
evolves. As a result, recently constant-degree DHTs
have attracted significant attention from the academic
fields.
Constant-degree DHTs are usually designed based on
a specific type of regular graphs, in which all nodes have
the same number of edges. E.g., CAN [2] is based on dtorus; Viceroy [4] is based on butterfly graphs; D2B [5]
and Koorde [6] are based on de Bruijn graphs; FissionE [7]
and Moore [8] are based on Kautz graphs; Cycloid [9 ] is
based on CCC graphs.
To deal with network dynamics such as node
joins/leaves, DHTs engage certain topology maintenance
mechanisms, the design of which is usually complicated
and repeated. By now, most DHTs have their own cleanslate designs of these mechanisms, which are tightly coupled with the static graphs on which they are based.
In this paper we present the “ distributed line graphs”
(DLG), a universal technique for designing different
DHTs based on arbitrary regular graphs. DLG’s novelty is
that it preserves the main features (e.g., the degree, diameter, and routing algorithm) of the underlying graphs
without knowing them. Suppose that in the future a
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novel (and currently unknown) graph X with desirable
features is proposed. Then, people will be able to design a
new, X-based DHT by simply applying DLG to it.
We prove that in a DLG-enabled, N-node DHT, the
out-degree is d, the in-degree is between 1 and 2d, and the
diameter is less than 2(logd N logd N 0 D0 1) , where d,
D0 and N 0 represent the base, diameter and number of
nodes of the initial graph, respectively. This diameter
reaches the theoretical lower bound (log d N ) [3] of constant-degree DHTs. The message cost caused by each
join/leave is (log d N) , and the maximum difference
between node identifier lengths is no more than
logd N logd N 0 D0 . We also provide procedures that
deal with network complexity such as ungraceful leaves,
concurrency, and robust routing under churn.
Our proposed DLG technique is inspired by a novel
technique called line graph (LG) iteration [10]. The LG
iteration, as well as its variations [11-15], has been extensively studied and applied as a universal approach to
designing interconnection networks, e.g., multiprocessor
networks. However, these techniques require global topology information and centralized control, and thus
cannot be applied to DHTs.
The challenge we face is the absence of knowledge for
what graphs we are to deal with, together with the characteristics of DHTs such as decentralized control and lack
of global information. To address these problems, the key
idea behind DLG lies in a simple local edge-node transition mechanism for routing table construction, which preserves the main features of the initial graphs.
To our knowledge, we are the first to propose a universal, feature-preserving technique for designing different DHTs based on arbitrary regular graphs. Moreover,
our DLG technique provides a number of methodological
advantages, some of which are listed as follows.
First, our DLG technique remarkably simplifies the de-
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sign of new DHTs. We demonstrate the power of DLG by
illustrating four new, DLG-enabled DHTs based on different graphs, namely, Kautz, de Bruijn, butterfly and
hypertree graphs.
Second, the universal technique allows an in-depth
study of common design choices of DHTs. To address the
topology imbalance problem, for example, in existing
DHTs all joining nodes first route to a random node, the
cost of which is (log N ) and might be relatively expensive for highly dynamic networks. In DLG-enabled DHTs,
however, we show (in Section 4.4) that this cost can be
evicted while still bounding the imbalance to the same
range as before.
DLG-Kautz (DK), a DLG-enabled, Kautz graph-based
DHT, is proved to have the lowest diameter among all the
DLG-enabled DHTs. So, we use DK as a model to evaluate the effectiveness of DLG through extensive simulations. We have also implemented a prototype [16] of DK.
Note that, however, the goal of this paper is to provide
a universal topology maintenance mechanism and simplify the design of DHT’s backbone (mainly including
handling node join/leave events and message routing),
but NOT to design a particular DHT. Thus, after getting
the backbone of a new DHT by using our DLG technique,
people still need to consider more details (e.g., load balancing for resource discovery) for achieving a complete
and practical DHT.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the basic design and analysis of DLG. Section 3
discusses the problem of how to support arbitrary base in
DLG. In Section 4 we utilize the DLG technique to design
different DHTs, which are evaluated by extensive simulations in Section 5. Section 6 discusses related work and
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 BASIC DISTRIBUTED LINE GRAPHS
At the beginning the DHT topology is referred to as initial
graph. Then it evolves into a family of graphs as nodes
join/leave the network. Basically, all topology maintenance mechanisms can be abstracted as addressing the
problem of “ how to add/delete a node to/from a graph G,
while preserving main features of G” . For simplicity this
section focuses on the problem of adding a node, and we
will discuss the inverse deletion operation in Section 4.

2.1 Notation
For convenience we first present the following notation:
 Node and edge: The DHT topology is modeled by a
graph G (V , E ) whose nodes V V (G ) and edges
E E( G) represent, respectively, the processing elements (nodes in the network) and the links between
them. We use e [ x, y ] to denote an edge e from
node x to node y.
 Out-neighbor, in-neighbor, out-edge and in-edge: Let
e [ x, y ] , we say that y is an out-neighbor of x, and
that x is an in-neighbor of y. We use 
G ( x ) and
G(x ) to denote the sets of out-neighbors and inneighbors of x, respectively. We also say that e is an
out-edge (resp. in-edge) of x (resp. y).

Fig. 1. Example of unified description. (a) shows a standard de Bruijn
graph B(2,2) and (b) shows its unified description. In (b),
(0) {0,3},(0) {0,1},(1) {0,3}, (1) {2,3}, (2) {1, 2}, (2) {2,3},
(3) {1, 2}, (3) {0,1}.

 Order of a graph: The number of nodes in graph G is

called the order of G.

 Out-degree, in-degree and degree: The number of out-

neighbors (resp. in-neighbors) of node x is called
out-degree (resp. in-degree) of x. The degree of x is the
sum of its out-degree and in-degree.
 d-out-regular, d-in-regular and d-regular: Graph G is
d-out-regular (resp. d-in-regular) if x’s out-degree is d
(resp. x’s in-degree is d) for all x G . Graph G is dregular (regular for short) if it is d-out-regular and din-regular.
 Distance and diameter: The distance from x to y, denoted as dG ( x, y ) , is the length of a shortest path
from x to y. The diameter of G, denoted as D(G ) , is
the largest distance over all the pairs of nodes.
 u : The identifier length of node u.

2.2 Unified Description of Initial Graphs
Regular graphs usually have their different notation to
define nodes/edges. In order to simplify the description
of DLG’s design and analysis, in this section we unify the
way to describing a d-regular, N0-node initial graph G0 .
Let u denote the length of the identifier of node u, e.g.,
if u u1u 2...uk then u k . Let X be an alphabet of N 0 letters and x X satisfies x 1 . In our unified description
mechanism, the initial graph G0 in turn names its N 0
nodes with N0 letters x X , and for each node G0
there is an in-letter set 
( ) and an out-letter set () ,
which are defined as


( ) G () ,
(1a)
0

()  () .

G0

(1b)

The letters in X could be any symbols such as
{a , b, c , } , {
, , ,} or {0,1,2,} . For the sake of convenience, we simply name nodes in an initial graph G0
with identifiers 0,1, 2,, N0 1 . This “ alphabet” approach
enables us to describe all d-regular graphs in a unified
way. For example, Fig. 1(a) shows the original de Bruijn
graph B(2,2), and Fig. 1(b) shows its unified description.

2.3 Formal Definition of Distributed Line Graphs
The basic idea of distributed line graphs (DLG) is simple:
with a special node v (which will be formally defined in
Definition 1), DLG (i) deletes v, (ii) turns v’s in-edges into
new nodes, and (iii) generates new in-/out-edges.
Before we present the definition of DLG, we first introduce an operator for turning an edge into a node.
Let u = u1u2...um , v = v1v2...vn, and m n . Define the conjunction operator as (2):
u v umn 1v1v2 ...vn um n 1v .
(2)
For example, 12 20 120 , 012 23 123 . Clearly u v
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contains the information of v. On the other hand, as discussed in Theorem 1 (see Section 2.5), for an edge [u, v] =
[u1u2...um, v 1v2...vn] satisfying m ≥ n in distributed line
graphs, u = βv 1v2...vn−1 if m = n, or u = β'βv1v2...vn−1 if m > n
(in this case we have m = n + 1). Consequently, we have
 u v v1v 2 ...vn u1u 2 ...um vn if m = n, or
 u v v1v 2 ...vn u 2 ...um vn if m > n.
Thus u v also contains the information of u. So, we
can say that u v contains the information of edge [u , v ] .
Next we will present the definition of distributed line
graphs in an iterative manner, that is, we define the nodes
th
and edges of Gi 1 , the (i+1) graph of a series of distributed line graphs, by describing how to obtain Gi 1 from
Gi , i 0,1,2, .
Definition 1. Let the initial graph G0 (V , E ) be a dregular graph. A series of graphs Gi 1 DL (Gi , v (i ) ) with
i 0,1,2, , where node v (i ) V (Gi ) satisfies


(i )



(i )

u Gi ( v ) Gi ( v ) , v

(i )

u ,

(3a)

is said to be a family of distributed line (DL) graphs with
base d, if the following conditions hold.
V (Gi 1 ) V (Gi ) {v (i ) } {u v (i ) u Gi (v (i ) )} 
(3b)
E(Gi 1) E(Gi ) {[ x, v (i ) ] x Gi (v ( i) )} 
{[v( i) , y] y Gi (v( i) )} 
(i )
{[ u, u v(i ) ] u 
{[ u v(i ) , w] u Gi ( v(i ) ), wGi ( v(i ) )}
Gi ( v )} 

(3c)

0

01
41

3
4
The transition from Gi to Gi 1 is called distributed
(i )
line (DL) iteration, and node v is called responsible
5
node. (We defer the discussion on how to find v (i ) to Section 4.1.) We say that the series of DL graphs is derived
from initial graph G0 .
2 (e) G1=DL(G0, 1)
In Definition 1: (3a) puts restrictions on the responsible
node of each DL iteration for balance purpose (which will
be used in the following analysis in Section 2.5), i.e., the
identifier length of v (i ) is no greater than any of its direct
neighbors; (3b) gives the new nodes generated by old
edges; and (3c) presents the rules of generating new edges.
Let’s take Fig. 2(a) ~ (e) as an example to illustrate the
decomposed procedure of DL iteration G1 DL (G 0 ,v (0) )
with v (0) 1 :
1) Let G1 G0 , as shown in Fig. 2(a);
2) Delete node v (0) and all edges adjacent to/from v(0)
in the new graph G1 , as shown in Fig. 2(b);
3) For each in-edge [u , v (0) ] adjacent to v (0) in G0 , add
a new node u v(0) to G1 , as shown in Fig. 2(c);
4) Add in-edges of the form [ u, u v(0) ] to the new
nodes u v(0) in G1 , as shown in Fig. 2(d); and
5) Add out-edges of the form [u v (0) , w] to u v(0) in
G1 with w 
( v(0) ) , as shown in Fig. 2(e).
G0
Fig. 2(f) ~ (j) show another five consecutive DL iterations, i.e., G2 DL( G1 , 4) , G3 DL(G2 ,3) , G4 DL( G3,0) ,
G5 DL(G4,2) , and G6 DL(G5,01) . From these examples
we can see that each new node u v (i ) V (G i 1) corresponds to an edge [u , v (i ) ] E (Gi ) , and that all the new
nodes in the new DL graph Gi 1 have the same out- Fig. 2. Examples of DL iterations.
(i )
(i )
neighbors w 
V (Gi ) .
Gi ( v ) as the responsible node v
Note that a series of DL iterations from G0 cannot as- where node 01 satisfies the requirements for being a resure to achieve the line graphs [10] of G0. This is decided sponsible node. Then, let G6 DL(G5 ,01) as shown in Fig.
by the selection of responsible nodes in each DL iteration. 2(j), currently in G6 there are two nodes with length 3
For example, let G5 DL(G4 ,2) as shown in Fig. 2(i),
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(nodes 201 and 301), and a node with length 1 (node 5).
Clearly this series of graphs will never achieve the line
graph of G0. And G6 cannot be achieved by any series of
PLG iterations [11] from G0 either.

2.4 Routing
The DL graph is started with initial graph G0, then it
evolves with a series of DL iterations. Consequently, the
routing path from u u1u 2...u m to v v1v 2...vn in a DL graph
includes two subpaths. The first has a counterpart in G0 ,
and the second is from the node with its last letter being
v2 to destination v, corresponding to the letters appended
by DL iterations.
(i) The first subpath: Clearly we have ui V (G0 ) and
v k V (G 0 ) for i 1, 2,, m and k 1,2,,n . Suppose that
the diameter of G0 is D0 , then there must be a path
um  x1    xt  v1 with t D0 1 . Let x x1x2 ...xt , w
uxv u1...um x1...xt v1...vn w1w2 ...wm 
t n . Then there must be a
path from u in graph G: u s(0)  s(1)   s(t n 1)  s(t n )
where the kth intermediate node s (k ) in the path is of the
form s (k ) wi wi 1...wm k , i.e. a substring of w. Theorem 1
(See Section 2.5) assures the existence of each s (k ) .
(ii) The second subpath: The last character of s (k ) is
wmk . Then, at the (t n )th step the last character of node
s (t n ) is wm 
vn , and the length of s (t n ) may be one of
t n 
( t n )
( t n )
( t n )
the three cases: s
n , s
n , and s
n . Note
( t n )
that if s
n we have s ( t n) v1v2 ...vn v . Since there
( t n )
already exists node v in G, only the case s
n is possible. Thus s (t n ) v and the routing is over.
The above DL routing procedure is summarized as follows. Note that this algorithm is decentralized and run on
individual nodes, i.e., the next-hop is decided by the node
where the message arrives. This algorithm would be invoked on each intermediate node along the routing path.
Procedure w.DL_Routing (Source u, Destination v, Hops k)
// w is the current node where the message arrives.
// k means how many hops the message already traversed.
1 if (w == v) return;
// routing is over
2 Let u u1u2 ...um and v v1v2 ...vn ;
3 Suppose in G0 the path from um to v 1: um  x1    xt  v1 ;
4 if ( k t ) {
5 next_hop = the neighbor with last character being xk ; }
6 else {
7 next_hop = the neighbor with last character being vk t ; }
8 next_hop.DL_Routing (u, v, k+1);
For example, the routing path from node 5 to node 01
in Fig. 2(h) is 5  2  20  01 , where the first two hops
correspond to Line 3 and the last corresponds to Line 4.

2.5 Analysis
This subsection analyzes the properties of the DL iteration and DL graphs. Note that for the sake of clarity only
outlined proofs are presented in this paper and formal
proofs are included in our technical report [28].
The following Theorem 1 describes the in-/outneighbors of a node in DL graphs.
Theorem 1. Let graph G be a DL graph with base d. Let
x x1x2... xn V (G) .

(i) If there is a node y 
(x ) satisfying y x , then
G
 ( x) { y | y x1... xn1 V (G)} .
(4a)
Otherwise, for each ( x1 ) , either there is an in-neighbor
y 
G ( x) satisfying
y x1 x2 ...xn1 ,
(4b)

G

or there are d in-neighbors y G(x ) satisfying
y 
' x1 x2 ... xn1

(4c)

with ' 
( ) . And x has no other in-neighbors in G.


(ii) For each ( xn ) , there is one out-neighbor z G ( x )
satisfying
z xt ...x2 x3 ...xn 
(5)
with 1 t 3 ( xm... xn represents a null string if m n ). And x
has no other out-neighbors in G.
This theorem is proved by utilizing two obvious properties of DL graphs: (i) the identifier of one node cannot
be a suffix of another; and (ii) if a node has an in-neighbor
with shorter identifier, then it has no other in-neighbors.
Proof outline . We prove Theorem 1 by applying
mathematical induction to all DL graphs Gi with
i 0,1,2, . Clearly Theorem 1 holds initially for G0 .
Suppose that it holds for Gi . Let Gi 1 DL (Gi , v ) and
v v1v2 ...vm .
To prove (4), we first consider the case that x is a new
node. The new node x is of the form v1v 2 ...v m . If x has
some in-neighbor u satisfying u x , then by (3a) we
have u v and u v1v2 ...vm1 . We could easily prove
node y is the only in-neighbor of x and thus (4a) holds.
Otherwise, similar to the above case, by (2), (3a), (4a) and
(3c), node v has d distinct in-neighbors in the form of
y v1v2 ...vm 1 with 
( ) , for each ( v1 ) in Gi .
Thus (4) holds when x is a new node. Similarly, (4) still
holds for Gi 1 when x is an out-neighbor of v and thus (4)
holds. Similarly, we could prove (5) holds. 

This theorem shows in DL graphs that (i) the inneighbors are restricted to three forms of (4a), (4b) and
(4c), and that (ii) the out-neighbors are also restricted to
three forms corresponding to t = 1, 2, 3 in (5). Moreover,
we can easily infer that for a DL graph G:
 The difference between the identifier lengths of any
two neighbors is no more than 1;
 After each DL iteration there would be d 1 more
nodes in the new graph; and
 For any node x x1x2 ...xn , we have xi ( xi 1 ) and
xi 1 ( xi ) for i 0,1,, n 1 , where 
( ) and
() denote respectively the in-letter set and outletter set of  in the initial graph G0 .
The second inference shows that DL iteration with
base d 2 cannot be directly applied to building DHTs.
This problem will be addressed in the next section.
The following Theorem 2 describes the in-degree and
out-degree of a node in DL graphs.
Theorem 2. Let graph G be a DL graph with base d. For all
nodes x V (G ) , the out-degree and in-degree, denoted as
G( x) and G( x) , satisfy respectively
G( x) d ,
(6a)
1 G( x) d 2 .
And the average in-degree of all nodes in G is d.

(6b)
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ing Corollary.
Corollary 1. The diameter of a DL graph G is no more
than that of the initial graph G0 plus the largest length of
identifiers among all nodes minus 1.
From Theorem 3 we can get an interesting property of
DL graphs: the maximum difference between node identifier lengths is no more than log d N log d N0 D0 , which
will be used to discuss the topology balancing issue of
different stabilization mechanisms in Section 4.4.

3 SUPPORTING A RBITRARY BASE IN DLG
As discussed in the above section, we infer by Theorem 1
that after each DL iteration there would be d 1 more
nodes in the new graph than in the old one. For example,
suppose that G0 is a 3-regular graph G0 K (3,2) as
shown in Fig. 3(a). After the iteration G1 DL(G0 ,1) , as
shown in Fig. 3(b) there are two more nodes in G1 than in
G0 . Therefore, DL iteration with base d 2 cannot be
directly applied to building DHTs.
This section extends DL iteration to support arbitrary
Fig. 3. Example of merge operation. Note that nodes 8, 9, 10, 11, base by proposing the following merge/split operations.
which have nothing to do with this iteration, are omitted here for clarity.

3.1 Node Merge
Let G be a DL graph with base d and let G ' DL(G, v )
Proof outline. Clearly (6a) holds initially for G0 . Supwith v v1v2 ...vm . As discussed above, there are d new
pose that it holds for Gi with i 0 . From Definition 1, the
nodes in G ' , namely, i v1v2 ...vm with i (v1 ) and
nodes in Gi 1 DL (Gi , v ) all have an out-degree of d. Thus
i 0,1,,d 1 .
(6a) holds. If x has an in-neighbor y satisfying y x ,
For simplicity the d new nodes are sorted on their first
then y is the only in-neighbor of x. Otherwise each inletters in an ascending order. Let h 
d / 2

. In the merge
neighbor y satisfies y x . Then by Theorem 1,
operation, the first half, nodes of the form i v1v2 ...vm with

2
d G ( x) d and (6b) holds. Clearly, the sum of ini h , would merge to one node s v1v2 ...vm with 0 ;
degrees of all nodes is equal to that of out-degrees, so the
and the second half, nodes of the form i v1v 2 ...vm with
average in-degree is d. Thus Theorem 2 holds.

i h 1 , would merge to one node t v1v 2 ...v m with
This theorem shows that the DL graphs are always dh1 . The in-edges (resp. out-edges) of s and t in G"
out-regular. And although the in-degree upper bound is
are
the union of the in-edges (resp. out-edges) of their
relatively large (d2) in DL graphs, we would show (in the
component nodes in G ' , i.e., G" ( s) G' (i v1 v2 ...vm ) and
following Theorem 4 in Section 3.4) that in practice a node


G" ( s) 
G ' (i v1 v2 ...vm ) with i h .
in DLG-enabled DHTs has at most 2d in-neighbors.
For the sake of clarity, nodes s and t will be referred to
The following Theorem 3 gives the upper bound for
as physical nodes; and the component nodes held by s
the diameter of DL graphs.
and t are referred to as logical nodes (shortly nodes). The
Theorem 3. Let graph G be a DL graph with base d and ornumber of logical nodes of s in G" is denoted as 
s .
der N. Let the order and diameter of the initial graph G0 be N 0
We denote this merge operation as G " Merge (G ', v ) .
and D0 , respectively. Then the diameter of G satisfies
The two merged physical nodes are called sib-neighbors to
D(G ) 2(logd N logd N 0 D0 ) .
(7)
each other. Fig. 3 shows an example of the merge operaThe proof includes two steps: (i) deriving the relation- tion, where two logical nodes 01 and 41 in Fig. 3(b) merge
ship between diameter and shortest node identifier length; to one physical node 01 in Fig. 3(c), and the logical node
and (ii) calculating the maximum difference between all 61 “merges” to itself since 
d / 2

1 d . After the merge
pairs of node identifier lengths.
operation, the two physical nodes 01 and 61 in Fig. 3(c)
Proof outline. Let u and v be of the shortest and long- are sib-neighbors to each other with 
012 and 
611 .
est identifier in G, respectively. Let u m , v n . Then
from the DL_Routing algorithm we can infer that the di- 3.2 Node split
Suppose a physical node v k v1v2 ...vm V ( G) satisfies
ameter of G satisfies D(G ) D0 n 1 .
The number of nodes (N) in G satisfies N N 0 d m 1 , 
v 1 . Then a split operation G ' Split (G, v ) would dithus we have m log d N log d N 0 1 . The distance from v vide the logical nodes and edges held by v into two shares.
to u, dG (v, u ) , satisfies dG (v ,u ) D 0 m 1 . If two nodes x Physical node v holds the first share, i.e. the logical nodes
v / 2
and y are neighbors in G, then x  y 1 . Since the iden- of the form i v1v2 ...vm with k i k h ( h 


); and
tifier lengths satisfies n m dG (v, u) D0 m 1 , we have a new physical node holds the second share, i.e. the logiv . The
n D0 2m 1 . So D(G) 2D0 2m 2 2(log d N log d N0 D0) . cal nodes of the form i v1v2 ...vm with k h i k 
From the proof of Theorem 3 we can infer the follow- identifier of the new physical node is k h 1v1v 2 ...vm .
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3.3 DL+ graphs
The basic DL iteration and merge/split operations are
generally called DLG technique, and the series of graphs
generated by DLG are referred to as DL+ graphs. Both
the DL iteration and the merge/split operations need a
responsible node v satisfying


u G (v) G ( v) , v u or ( v u ) (
v 
u ).
(8)
A DL+ graph is composed of physical nodes, and a DL
graph is composed of logical nodes. At any time the topology of a DLG-enabled DHT is a DL+ graph G, which
can be mapped to a corresponding DL graph G * by replacing all the physical nodes with their logical nodes. Clearly,
if every physical node holds only one logical node, then G
is equal to G * . We say that the initial graph, DL graphs
and DL+ graphs have the same base d.
We refer to DHTs that are built based on DLG as DLGenabled DHTs, and the processing of DLG can be summarized as follows.
Procedure DLG_transition (Old Graph G, New Graph G')
1 Choose a physical node v V (G ) satisfying for any u
G(v ) G(v ) , v u or ( v u ) (
v 
u );
2 if ( 
v 1 ) { G ' Split (G, v ) ; }
3 else { Let G* be the corresponding DL graph of G;
4 G ' DL(G * , v) ; G ' Merge(G ', v ) ; }
In the above procedure, the split operation (Line 2) and
the DL iteration followed by the merge operation (Line 4)
both need only direct neighbor information of responsible
node v. Note that in Line 3 node v does not know the
overall mapping from DL graph to DL+ graph, it only
needs to know the mapping of local physical neighbors. It
is clear that there are one more node in G' than in G. Thus,
the DLG technique can be applied to building DHTs
based on arbitrary regular graphs with any base.
Since DL+ graphs all have their corresponding DL
graphs, routing in a DL+ graph G is straightforward: Let
G * be the corresponding DL graph of G. The path P between any two physical nodes u, v G always has a counterpart path P * between u*, v* G * , where u * and v *
are logical nodes of u and v, respectively. Thus the routing in G can be directly conducted by emulating the routing in the corresponding DL graph G * . The routing procedure in DL+ graphs is summarized as follows.
Procedure w.DL+ _Routing (Source u, Destination v, Hops k)
// w is the current physical node where the message arrives.
// k means how many hops the message already traversed.
1 if (w == v) return;
// routing is over
2 Arbitrarily choose one of w’s logical nodes w';
// Send the message to the logical next-hop, which invokes the
// corresponding physical next-hop’s DL+ _routing
3 w'.DL_Routing (u, v, k);
As shown in the discussion of Fig. 2 “ Examples of DL
iterations” , all the new nodes in the new DL graph have
the same out-neighbors. Thus all the logical nodes of a
physical node have the same out-neighbors. So, when a
physical node receives a message, it can arbitrarily choose
one of its logical nodes to run the DL_Routing algorithm
and route to the logical next-hop, and correspondingly,

the physical next-hop. And clearly, the physical destination v (in the DL+ graph) is merged by one or more logical nodes (in the DL graph), of which there must be one
with the same identifier v. So, when the message arrives
at the logical node v in the DL graph, it arrives at the
physical destination v and the routing is over.

3.4 Analysis
The following Theorem 4 describes the in-degree and outdegree of a node in DL+ graphs.
Theorem 4. Let graph G be a DL+ graph with base d. For
all physical nodes x V (G ) , the out-degree and in-degree, denoted as G( x) and G(x ) , satisfy respectively

G ( x) d ,
(9a)
1 G( x) 2d .

(9b)

And the average in-degree of all nodes in G is d.
Proof outline. (9a) can be directly derived from Theorem 2, and thus the average in-degree of all nodes in G is
d. Next we prove the correctness of (9b) by analyzing the
in-neighbors of each logical node held by x in the corresponding DL graph of G. We consider the following cases.
Case 1. There is some physical node v G( x) G( x)
satisfying v x . Let v*G * be the logical node having
the same identifier as v G . Suppose v * is generated by
Gi 1 DL( Gi , v') . We use v ' and x to denote both the logical node and the physical node. Let x x1x2... xm . Given
any (x1 ) , by Theorem 1 in G * there is one logical
node y* 
G*( x) of the form y* x1 x2 ... xm 1 , or there are
d logical nodes y* G*( x) of the form y* 
' x1x 2... x m1
with ' 
( ) . In the first case, each ( x1) has one

corresponding physical node y G ( x) . In the second
case, each (x1 ) has two corresponding physical node
y 
( x) and G( x) 2 d . Thus (9b) holds.
G
Case 2. There are no physical nodes v G( x) G( x)
satisfying | v | 
| x | . Similar to Case 1, we can prove (9b)
still holds for this case and this completes the proof.

Compared with Theorem 2, this theorem not only
guarantees the DL+ graphs to be always d-out-regular,
but also assures the in-degrees are bounded by twice the
base. This in-degree upper bound is smaller than that in
DL graphs (d2) since different in-neighbors in DL graphs
might be merged into one in-neighbor in DL+ graphs.
The following Theorem 5 describes the upper bound
for the diameter of a DL+ graph.
Theorem 5. Let graph G be a DL+ graph with base d and
order N. Let the order and diameter of the initial graph G0 be
N 0 and D0 , respectively. Then the diameter of G satisfies
D(G ) 2(log d N log d N 0 D0 1) .
(10)
Since all the paths in a DL+ graph have their counterpart paths with equal lengths in the corresponding DL
graph, this theorem can be directly derived by mapping a
DL+ routing onto the corresponding DL routing.
Since the topologies of DLG-enabled DHTs are always
DL+ graphs, by theorem 5 we see that the diameters of
DLG-enabled DHTs reach the theoretical lower bound
(log d N ) of constant-degree DHTs [3]. Moreover, we
show in the case study on DK (at the end of Section 4.6)
that w.h.p. its de facto diameter is much lower than the
analytical result ( 2log d N 2 ).
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4 B UILDING DHT S WITH DLG
In this section we introduce how to utilize our DLG technique to build DHTs based on different initial graphs.

4.1 Self-Stabilization on Node Joins
This subsection discusses the self-stabilization mechanism
on node joins, which follows the traditional manner in
many existing DHTs like [2], [7], [14], i.e., first routes to a
random node to balance the topology, and then routes to
the responsible node to finish the DLG transition.
At the beginning, the topology of a DLG-enabled DHT
is a d-regular initial graph G0 with order N 0 and diameter D0 . Then it evolves into a family of DL+ graphs as
nodes join/leave. Similar to other DHT stabilization
mechanisms, the processing for node joins in DLGenabled DHTs can be divided into two phases, namely, (i)
looking for a responsible node satisfying (8); and (ii) updating the routing tables of relevant neighbors.
1. Looking for responsible node
Suppose that a new node p joins the network. This
phase performs two tasks to find a responsible node v.
First, node p sends a message targeted to a surrogate
node u chosen uniformly at random in the network. This
step is to achieve a balanced DHT topology. The discovery of surrogates is orthogonal to our DLG technique and
will be discussed in later case studies (Section 4.6).
Second, node p invokes a JOIN message from u. During the routing of the JOIN message, suppose that it arrives at an intermediate node u ' . If u ' has a neighbor w
satisfying w u ' , then the JOIN message will be forwarded to w; otherwise if u ' has a neighbor w ' satisfying
( w ' u ' )  (w '
u '
) , then the JOIN message will be
forwarded to w ' . This procedure will continue until the
JOIN message reaches a physical node v satisfying (8),
which is the responsible node for this join event.
2. Updating the routing tables
This phase can be easily accomplished by performing a
DLG transition ( G ' Split (G, v ) , or G ' DL(G, v ) followed
by G " Merge (G ', v ) ), where v is the responsible node
that is found in the first phase. After the transition, there
will be two new nodes in the DHT topology (i.e. the DL+
graph), one corresponding to v, and the other corresponding to the new node p.
4.2 Self-Stabilization on Node Leaves
In a dynamic network, nodes can leave at any time. Ideally the leaving node would notify its relevant neighbors,
the case of which is referred to as graceful leaves. In contrast, sometimes nodes might leave without notifying any
neighbors. This case is referred to as ungraceful leaves.
1. Graceful leaves
When a node p gracefully leaves the network, it will
actively transfer the neighbor information in its routing
table to other nodes, the procedure of which can be
viewed as an inverse operation of node joins.
First, node p invokes a DEPART message. During the
routing of the DEPART message, suppose that it arrives
at an intermediate node u. If u has a neighbor w satisfying
w u then the DEPART message is forwarded to w;
otherwise if u has a neighbor w ' satisfying

( w ' u ) (
w '
u ) , then the message is forwarded to
w ' . This procedure will continue until the DEPART message reaches the responsible node v, which has locally
longest identifier or minimum order, i.e.,
v ' 
(v) 
(v) , v v ' or ( v v ' ) (
v 
v '
) . (11)
G
G
Second, node v hands over its logical nodes, as well as
their in-/out-edges (i.e. routing table entries), to its sibneighbor x. Note that the merge/split operations assure
the existence of such sib-neighbors. Then node p hands
over its logical nodes and their in-/out-edges to v and the
change of the logical nodes’ ownership will be noticed to
relevant neighbors. Then p leaves.
Third, if the physical node x has d logical nodes x (i )
i v1 v2 ...vk with i 0,1, , d 1 after the above handover
operation, then the d logical nodes will turn into one logical node v1v2 ...v k . Afterwards, the physical node x satisfies
x 1 , and it has the same identifier with its logical node.

Let the two DL graphs before and after this transition be
G and G ' respectively. Then we have G' ( x) G( x (i ) ) ,
 ( i)
and 
G ' ( x) 
G (x ) .
Clearly the DHT topology would not be affected if
each graceful leave in a succession occurs after its previous leave has already been handled. If two neighbors, say
u and v ( u  v ), occur graceful leaves in a very small time
slot, then the first leave, say node v’s leave, can be handled normally, and u’s leave processing will be blocked
until v’s leave has already been processed. At this time u
still can leave according to its will, but it needs to first
choose a live in-neighbor to temporarily act as it until its
leave processing is finished, in case that relevant event
processing messages route across u. By this means we can
handle the succes sion of graceful leaves of any two nodes.
Similarly, using neighbor’s neighbor, we can handle that
of any specific nodes (at the price of more backups).
2. Ungraceful leaves
Nodes in DHTs might abruptly stop communicating
due to a host of reasons. We classify as ungraceful leaves
that fail to complete the above-mentioned operations required for graceful leaves. To handle ungraceful leaves, as
in traditional approaches [3], [7], a simple backup mechanism is as follows.
A node u stores a backup of its routing table at each of
its direct in-neighbors. These in-neighbors are sorted alphabetically and are in turn called primary secretary, second secretary, … , dth secretary of u. u periodically send
ALIVE messages to its secretaries. Once messages have
not been received for a certain period of time, the secretaries wi ll consider u ungracefully leaves the DHT. The
primary secretary is responsible for this situation and
initiates and carries through all the operations on the behalf of u. In case that the primary secretary fails unexpectedly (e.g., it crashes shortly after u’s crash), the second secretary periodically asks the primary secretary so
that it will be able to find out the failure of the primary
secretary. Then, the second secretary will take over the
responsibility of u’s failure recovery. By parity of reasoning, DHT can survive if at least one in-neighbor is alive.
The following Theorem 6 describes the processing cost
per node join/leave in DLG-enabled DHTs (measured in
terms of the number of hops the message traverses).
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cost results in more balanced topology and vice versa. In
the rest of this paper, the join algorithm proposed in Section 4.1 will be referred to as balanced join, and this subsection will present a relevant but different algorithm named
fast join, achieving a lower processing cost at the price of
inducing some degree of imbalance.
S logd N logd N0 D0 d 1 .
(12b)
Generally speaking, the fast join algorithm can be
And at most 3d nodes need to update their routing tables.
viewed as a reduced version of the balanced one, simply
Proof outline. We divide the joining processing into omitting the first phase of routing to a random node. That
two part: route to the surrogate (taking T1 hops) and to is, the new node would directly invoke the JOIN message
the responsible node (taking T2 hops). Clearly T T1 T2 .
from a nearby gateway node and the following processBy Theorem 5, T1 2(logd N logd N0 D0 1) . Clearly, ing is the same as the second phase.
T2 ( v u ) (
v 
u ) , v u logd N logd N 0 D 0 , and
Note that the first phase is not a part of DLG transi
v 
u 
v d 1 , thus T2 log d N log d N0 D0 d 1 . tions and it is not indispensable for DL+ graphs. So, the
Therefore (12a) holds. Similar to the join procedure, it can DLG transition can always be conducted on the topolobe inferred that for the leaving processing (12b) holds.
gies with fast join and the result topologies are assured to
If a DL operation G ' DL(G, v ) followed by a merge be DL+ graphs. Thus the routing is assured (by Theorem
operation G ' merge(G ', v) occurs, then the responsible 5) to be correct.
node v satisfies 
v 1 . Then at most 3d nodes need to
The following Theorem 7 describes the processing cost
update their routing tables. Similarly, if a split operation per node join/leave in the fast join algorithm (measured
takes place, at most 3d nodes need to update their routing in terms of the number of hops the message traverses).
tables. The case for node leaves is similar to that for node
Theorem 7. Let the order of a DLG-enabled DHT be N, and
joins. Thus Theorem 6 holds.
 let the order and diameter of its initial d-regular graph be N
0
From this theorem we can see that the processing cost and D , respectively. Then the processing cost per node join in
0
for node leave is remarkably less than that for node join. the fast join algorithm, denoted as T, satisfies
This is mainly because the first part of join processing T log N log N D d 1 .
(13)
d
d
0
0
(routing to a surrogate), which is for achieving a more
balanced DHT topology, takes a relatively high cost. We And at most 3d nodes need to update their routing tables.
Since the processing of fast join is equal to that of the
will show in Section 4.4 that this cost can be evicted while
second phase of balanced join, the correctness of this
still bounding the imbalance to the same range as before.
theorem is straightforward.
This theorem shows that the bound for the cost in fast
4.3 Concurrency
join
is about 1/3 that in the balanced one. On the other
Although concurrency is orthogonal to DLG, this subsechand,
although practically the fast join algorithm brings
tion briefly discusses this issue for completeness. In DHTs
many nodes might join/leave simultaneously, which more imbalance to the DHT topology, by Theorem 3 we
cause temporary inaccurate information in routing tables can infer the difference between any two node identifier
and in turn cause errors in the routing and join/leave lengths u and v satisfies v u log d N log d N 0 D0 ,
processing. To address this problem, a simple atomic up- which shows that fast/balanced joins do have the same
date mechanism is adopted as follows. When a node imbalance upper bound. This is because the possible tojoins/leaves the DHT, the routing tables of relevant nodes pology set for the balanced join algorithm is in theory a
should be updated. Only when all updates are completed, superset of those for fast join. For example, it is possible
are the new routing tables allowed to be used. During the that the randomly chosen responsible node in the balperiod, the relevant JOIN/DEPART messages are sus- anced join algorithm is always the gateway node used in
fast join, resulting a completely same processing in both
pended. Messages are resent after the update is finished.
algorithms. We will further evaluate the tradeoff between
4.4 Stabilization Cost vs. Topology Imbalance
stabilization cost and topology imbalance through simuTopology imbalance [3], [7] can be measured by the maxi- lations in Section 5.2.
Topology imbalance affects the load balance property.
mum difference of identifier lengths over all pairs of
nodes. The imbalance of identifiers is closely related to Load balance is much more complicated and related to
the load balancing issues such as node/edge congestion many aspects, e.g., distribution of user quires, resource
and hot spot. As discussed in Section 4.1, in DLG-enabled distribution in resource space, and mapping from reDHTs a joining node first routes to a random node, in sources onto network topology which can be further diorder to randomize the responsible node for the forth- vided into sub-mappings from resources onto keys and
coming DLG transition and to alleviate the topology im- from keys onto topology. Generally speaking, imbalanced
balance. By Theorem 6, however, the cost of such balance- topology leads to imbalanced load distribution. However,
oriented processing is (log d N) , which might be too ex- as illustrated by the design of keys in DLG-enabled DHTs
pensive for highly dynamic environments where nodes starting from K(d,1) (in Section IV.F in the tech report
frequently join/leave. Similar problems exist in almost all [28]), mapping from keys onto topology is tightly coupled
DHTs.
with the particular underlying graph that is not concerned
These problems are actually a tradeoff between the by DLG. We will further study the impact of topology
stabilization cost and topology imbalance, where higher imbalance on load balance in our future work.
Theorem 6. Let the order of a DLG-enabled DHT be N, and
let the order and diameter of its initial d-regular graph be N 0
and D0 , respectively. The processing cost per join/leave event,
denoted as T and S respectively, satisfies
T 3(log d N log d N 0 D0 ) d 1 .
(12a)
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Fig. 4. Robust routing from 210 to 010.

4.5 Routing under Churn
Frequent node joins/leaves might induce many suspensions and consequently churn [25]. As discussed in Section 4.2, we could use traditional backup techniques for
routing tables to support routing during stabilization. If
the processing of a join/leave event is not affected by
other events, then this event will not hurt the topology.
This depends on how many events occur in the processing path and how many backups are held. Clearly, if
backups are inefficient, then churn might hurt the DHT
topology and consequently affect the routing.
To address this problem, this subsection presents a
novel DLG-based mechanism that supports efficient routing during stabilization and effectively reduces the affects
of churn. Specifically, we add a detour-around mechanism
to the basic DLG routing, handling the situation where a
neighbor has been identified as the next hop but does not
respond since it has failed or has been blocked due to
other nodes’ join/leave.
Let the current DHT topology, its corresponding DL
graph, and the initial d-regular graph be G, G ' , and G0 ,
respectively. The basic idea of our detour-around mechanism is to bypass the faulty neighbor and select an alternative node in the DL graph G ' to forward the message.
As discussed in Section 2, the routing between any two
nodes in a DL graph contains two phases. In the first
phase it is determined by the initial d-regular graph G0 ,
where there are d paths between any pair of nodes since
the connectivity is d. Based on the knowledge about G0 ,
the current node can directly compute the alternative
node. Next we focus on the second phase where the routing is determined by the target.
Suppose that the message arrives at node c, and the
normal routing path without node failure should be
  c  v  x x1x 2 ...x n   . Suppose that at this moment node v fails. Then two cases need to be considered.
If v x , then by Theorem 1, given ( x1) , node x
either has an in-neighbor of the form x1x 2 ...x n1 , or has d
in-neighbors of the form 
' x1x2 ...x n1 with ' 
( ) . In
this case, node c can bypass v by selecting any two alternate nodes of the form y x1... x n1 and y ' 
' x1... x n1 ,
where ( x1 ) , ' 
( ) , and y and y ' are not held by
the faulty (physical) node. Note that node c has no direct
links to y or y ' , thus it would not know which of them
exists in the network. However, Theorem 1 assures one of
them must exist.

(a) K (2,1)
(b) K (2, 2)
Fig. 5. Examples of line graph iterations.

(c) K (2,3)

Otherwise if v x , then the faulty node v is the only
in-neighbor of x. In this case, after a DL iteration
Gi 1 DL (Gi , v (i ) ) we can add to each new node u v(i ) a
(i )

(i )
temporary link of the form [ w, u v ] with u Gi ( v ) ,

( i)
w Gi (v ) and w u . The temporary links will be deleted when the in-degree of u v(i ) exceeds one. Note that
by this means the out-degree of w may reach d 1 temporarily. The following procedure is the same as in the first
case. Fig. 4 shows an example of the robust routing from
node 210 to node 010. In (a) there is no failure and the
routing can be conducted as usual; while in (b) the path
between 210 and 101 fails and the detour-around mechanism is taken: 210  102  020  201  010 .

4.6 Case Study
Given an arbitrary initial d-regular graph G0 , a DHT
backbone can be easily obtained by adopting our DLG
technique. As discussed before, the remaining tasks are to
1) describe initial graph G0 , i.e., to define the in-letter
set 
( ) and the out-letter set () for each G0 ;
2) design the mechanism to find surrogate nodes for
joining events (See Section 4.1); and
3) design the mapping policy from resources onto
nodes. Next we introduce four DLG-enabled DHTs
based on different graphs, namely, Kautz, de Bruijn,
butterfly and hypertree graphs.
1. DLG-Kautz (DK)
We first show how to build DLG-Kautz (shortly DK), a
DLG-enabled, Kautz graph-based DHT.
Let Zd {0,1,2,, d 1} be an alphabet of d letters. The
Kautz
string
space
KS (d , k )
is
defined
as
KS ( d , k ) {x1 x2  xk xi Z d 1 , xi xi1 , i k } . A Kautz graph
[7] with diameter D and base d, denoted as K (d , D ) , is
defined
by
its
node
set
and
edge
set:
V ( K ( d , D)) KS ( d , D) , E( K ( d , D)) {[ x1 x2  xD , x2  xD]
Z d 1,xD } . Examples of Kautz graphs K (2,1) ,
K (2, 2) , and K (2,3) are shown in Fig. 5(a), (b), and (c),
respectively. For the sake of simplicity, here we only consider the case of initial graph G0 K ( d ,1) .
(i) The in-letter set and out-letter set of each G0 are
respectively 
( ) () {Z d 1, } .
(ii) To find a surrogate, we use the KHash algorithm [7]
on the joining node’s IP address to get a target string s;
and the surrogate is the node onto which s is mapped.
(iii) Mapping from resources onto nodes can be divided into mappings from resources onto keys and from
keys onto nodes. Any resource can be consistently and
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uniformly mapped to a Kautz string by using the KHash
algorithm [7]. However, the mapping from a Kautz string
to a node cannot adopt prefix (or suffix) matching policies
[7], [12] since they cannot guarantee the consistency. Introduction of mapping from keys onto nodes is omitted
(a) B(2,1)
(b) B(2, 2)
(c)
here due to lack of space. See our tech report [28].
We prove (in our tech report [28]) that when the num- Fig. 6. Examples of DdB topologies.
ber of nodes d 2 m , the DK topology could be approximated to Kautz graph K ( d , m) . Thus we can say that the
main features of the initial Kautz graph are preserved
after a series of DLG transitions. We will further discuss
the properties of DLG-Kautz through analysis and
evaluations in Section 4.6.5 and 5, respectively.
2. DLG-de Bruijn (DdB)
A de Bruijn graph [6] with diameter D and base d, denoted as B( d , D) , is defined by its node set and edge set:
V ( B( d , D))  ZdD , E( B( d , D)) {[ x1x 2  xD , x2 xD] Z d } .
Similar to DLG-Kautz, next we show how to build
DLG-de Bruijn (shortly DdB), a DLG-enabled, de Bruijn Fig. 7. Example of DBF topologies.
graph-based DHT, by describing initial graph G0 B( d ,1) .
The in-letter set and out-letter set of each G0 are

( ,1) {( ,0) | } {( ,0) | 1 and is even}

( ) () {| Zd } .
,
{( ,0) | 1 and is odd}
The mechanisms of surrogate node discovery and consistent resource mapping are orthogonal to our DLG (,1) {( ,0) | } {( ,0) | (2) mod 4} .
technique and can be designed in a way similar to those
Again we omit the design of surrogate node discovery
in DK. Here we omit these mechanisms due to lack of and consistent resource mapping due to lack of space. Fig.
space. Fig. 6 shows three examples of the DdB topologies 7 (b) and (c) show two examples of the DBF topologies.
as nodes join/leave the network.
4. DLG-Hypertree (DH)
3. DLG-Butterfly (DBF)
A hypertree graph [26] is of n leaves and depth logd N ,
A (k,r)-butterfly [14] is a graph with n kr k nodes, where d and N are the base and maximum number of
where k and r are diameter and degree of the graph, re- nodes. The Owlet Research Group [27] implements a
spectively. Each node is of the form ( x0 x1... xk 1; i) with DLG-enabled, h ypertree-based DHT, DLG-Hypertree
0 i k 1 (i is called level) and 0 x0 , x1 ,...xk 1 r 1 . For (shortly DH), by using our DLG technique. Space preeach node ( x0 x1... x k 1; i) , there is an edge to all nodes of the cludes further discussion and interested readers are reform
( x0 x1... xi yxi 2 ... xk 1; i 1)
when
i k 1
and ferred to their homepage [27].
( yx1... xk 1;0) when i k 1 . An Example of the (2,2)5. Comparison
butterfly graph is shown in Fig. 7(a).
As discussed above, the DLG technique can be used to
In the basic definition, diameter k decides both the design many different DHTs. The following Theorem 8
number of levels and the length of node identifiers. Since compares the diameters of all the DLG-enabled DHTs.
the number of levels is hard to extend, as in other butterTheorem 8. Given the base d, DK has the lowest diameter
fly-based DHTs such as Ulysses [14], we decouple the upper bound among all DLG-enabled DHTs.
number of levels (k) and the length of node identifiers (m),
Proof outline. The diameter of DLG-enabled DHTs
and extend the length m only. By this means, a generalized satisfies D(G ) 2(log N log N D 1) , where d, N
d
d
0
0
0
butterfly graph can be represented as GBF (k , r , m ) , where and D are the base, order and diameter of the initial
0
k, r, m are the number of levels, the degree, and the length graph G , and N is the current network size. By the
0
of node identifiers, respectively. An example of the gen- Moore bound [11], N satisfies N 1 d d 2  d D 
eralized butterfly GBF (2,2,1) is shown in Fig. 7(b), which (d D 1 1) / d 1 . Therefore, D log N 1 log ( d 1) . The
0
d
0
d
is isomorphic to Fig. 7(a). Note that the identifiers “ 0, 1, 2, minimum value of D log N can be attained ONLY by
0
d
0
3” of level 0 and level 1 in Fig. 7(b) are mapped from “00, the complete symmetric graph where each node is adjacent
01, 10, 11” of corresponding levels in Fig. 7(a) according to all others, i.e., Kautz graph K (d ,1) .

to the unified description mechanism.
Since we use K (d ,1) as the initial graph, it is easy to inNext we show how to build DLG-Butterfly (shortly fer that DK’s diameter is bounded by 2log N 2 . Howd
DBF), a DLG-enabled, butterfly graph-based DHT, by ever, for DK with balanced join, the KHash algorithm [7]
describing the initial graph G0 GBF (2,2,1) .
assures a uniform distribution of surrogate nodes u in the
The in-letter sets and out-letter sets of each G0 are re- network, which consequently assures a uniform distribuspectively:
tion of responsible nodes v (See Section 4.1). Thus it is

( ,0) {(,1) | } {( ,1) | (2) mod 4} ,
very likely that DK’s topology is always relatively bal(,0) {( ,1) | } {( ,1) | 1 and is even}
anced [11], i.e., the difference between the maximum and
,
minimum identifier lengths is small. If the difference is no
{( ,1) | 1 and is odd}
more than 1, then the topology is equivalent to a PLG
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5 EVALUATION

CAN
Koorde
FissionE
DK(avg)
DK(max)

35

Number of hops

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
256

16
14
Number of hops

Kautz graph [11] with diameter 
logd N 

(See the technical report [28]). Evaluations in Section 5.1 show that the
de facto DK diameter is no more than 
log d N 

+1.
It is well known that Kautz graphs have the lowest diameter logd N logd (1 1 / d ) achieving the Moore bound
[10]; while to our knowledge with the same routing table
size 2d DK has the lowest rigorous (as opposed to asymptotic) diameter upper bound 2log d N 2 as well as the
lowest de facto diameter 
logd N 

1 . So, we conclude
that our DLG technique preserves the topology feature of
Kautz graphs while being applied to designing DK.
Note that although DK has the optimal diameter, it
does not mean that DK is always the best choice among
all the DLG-enabled DHTs. This is because there are
many different concerns for other topology properties
such as congestion [7], robustness [14] and churn [25].

11

12
10

1k

4k

16k
64k
Number of nodes
(a) d = 4

256k

1M

CAN
Koorde
DK(avg)
DK(max)

8

In this section, we choose DK as a model to evaluate DLG
6
and compare DK with other constant-degree DHTs. Note
4
that, however, since the main purpose of this section is to
2
prove the effectiveness of DLG, we omit the evaluations
0
of DK-specific properties.
256
1k
4k
16k
64k
256k
1M
In Section 5.1 we show that with the same base d
Number of nodes
(meaning the same average routing table of size 2d), the
(b) d = 16
maximum and average routing path lengths are remarkaFig. 8. Maximum and average routing path length.
bly less for DK than for other constant-degree DHTs.
Section 5.2 evaluates the stabilization cost and topology imbalance of DK with balanced/fast join algorithms, From Fig. 8 we conclude both the maximum and average
respectively, which are correspondingly referred to as routing path lengths of DK are remarkably less than those
balanced DK (B-DK) and fast DK (F-DK).
of others. Koorde performs worse since its imaginary nodes
In Section 5.3, we show that the DK routing is robust [6] consume more hops.
under churn, even when a certain percentage of nodes
Note that although we cannot contain in Fig. 8 all existbecome faulty. By following the detour-around mecha- ing DHTs, to the best of our knowledge DK does have the
nism, when as much as 10% nodes are faulty, most of lowest routing path lengths (under condition of the same
routing messages targeted to healthy nodes can still reach routing table size) in the literature. Basically, this holds
the destination without failure.
because DLG enable DK to inherit the feature of optimal
The evaluations are conducted by modifying the Tap- routing path length of Kautz graphs whose diameters
estry simulator [15]. In our evaluations, the number of achieve the Moore bound [11].
nodes is varied from 256 up to 1M, and the experiment
We evaluate the probability distribution of path
for each property is repeated at least 1,000 times.
lengths of DK with bases d = 4 and d = 16, for a fixed network size of 1 million nodes. The results are shown in Fig.
5.1 Routing Path Length
9. We see that DK has a low variance both for d = 4 and for
We evaluate the maximum and average routing path d = 16, indicating the lengths of most routing paths are
lengths (measured in terms of overlay hops) of balanced very close to the mean value.
DK, as a function of the number of nodes, for different
bases d = 4 and d = 16. In each experiment we randomly 5.2 Stabilization Cost and Topology Imbalance
choose two nodes and a message is routed by using the We evaluate the average message cost per join/leave
proposed routing algorithm.
event in balanced/fast join algorithms, which are correThe results are plotted in Fig. 8, where the maximum spondingly referred to as balanced DK (B-DK) and fast DK
and average routing path length of DK are denoted as DK (F-DK), for a fixed network size of 1 million nodes, and
(avg) and DK (max), respectively. We compare them with compare them with Koorde that has the lowest mainteother high performance DHTs including CAN, Koorde nance cost among other DHTs according to the authors.
and FissionE. Note that although FissionE can only have a There are 100 gateway nodes and a new node randomly
fixed base d = 2, it is also included in Fig. 8(a) for com- chooses a gateway to start the processing. The base is set
parison.
to d = 4 and d = 16 respectively. Since the results obtained
Curves for all DHTs except CAN look “ linear” since with the two values of d have similar characters, we show
the x-axis is in log scale. (By [3], the average path length L results in Fig. 10 corresponding to d = 16 only.
of CAN with order N and base d satisfies L = (d/4)(N1/d).)
From this figure we can see that the average cost of
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join events in F-DK is remarkably less than that in B-DK,
while the average cost of leave events in F-DK is a little
more than that in B-DK. Thus, F-DK might be more attractive in highly dynamic networks where nodes frequently join/leave. Clearly, both F-DK and B-DK have a
less maintenance cost than Koorde.
As discussed in Section 4.4, the fast join might induce
more imbalance to the topologies. Thus, we evaluate the
balancing property measured in terms of the distribution
of node identifier lengths in B-DK and F-DK. The results
are shown in Fig. 11.
First, both B-DK and F-DK have a small difference between the maximum identifier lengths and the minimum
ones. The maximum zone held by a B-DK (resp. F-DK)
node is larger than the minimum at most by a factor of 2
(resp. 3), both smaller than logdN = 5. Since the identifier
of a DK node cannot be a suffix of another, one more digit
of a node identifier means d times smaller the Kautz space
held by that node.
Second, the variance of node identifier lengths for BDK is remarkably lower than that for F-DK, thus we conclude that B-DK has better balancing property. Therefore,
the selection of the two join algorithms can be viewed as a
tradeoff between balanced topology and stabilization cost,
where the balanced join algorithm achieves a more balanced topology and the fast join algorithm achieves a
faster stabilization but less stabilization cost.

5.3 Routing under Churn
A routing message might not be responded since its next
hop has failed or has been blocked due to other nodes’
join/leave events. This subsection evaluates the DK routing under churn. Note that in order to highlight the effec-
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Fig. 11. Identifier length distribution.

tiveness of the detour-around mechanism, here we utilize
the traditional backup mechanism (discussed in Section
4.2) only for DHT topology maintenance but not for normal DHT routing.
In our experiments, we treat both failed nodes and
blocked ones as faulty and simulate network churn by
choosing faulty nodes randomly and uniformly from the
DK network of 1 million nodes. The percentage of faulty
nodes is varied from 0 to 10%, and the base is set to d = 4.
Fig. 12 shows the percentage of messages encountering a
failure during the routing without the detour-around
mechanism, as a function of the percentage of faulty
nodes. The results are computed by simulating 10,000
messages targeted to the healthy nodes that are randomly
chosen from the network. From this figure we can see that
the probability that a message encounters a failure on its
path increases quickly with the percentage of faulty nodes.
Thus, it is likely that messages need to retry many times
in a highly dynamic environment, which may result in
unacceptable routing delay or even failures.
Clearly, DHTs with higher base (e.g., d = 16) are more
robust. However, the higher base results in more bandwidth consumption for periodic ping (keep-alive messages), which further incurs more churns. Detailed analysis on the influence of DK’s base on churn will be studied
in our future work.
As discussed in Section 4.5, the detour-around mechanism can help to bypass the faulty nodes and remarkably
alleviate this problem. Fig. 13 plots the percentage of
failed routing while following the detour-around mechanism, as a function of the percentage of faulty nodes.
From this figure we could see that most routing messages
can bypass the faulty nodes and successfully reach the
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destination. This takes effect as long as there is at least
one healthy alternate node. The (less than 2%) failure
happens when all the alternate nodes are faulty and waiting for stabilization. Thus, we conclude that DK achieves
robust routing by simply using the detour-around
mechanism.

6 R ELATED WORK
6.1 Line Graph Iteration
Our DLG technique is inspired by the novel technique of
line graph iterations. Let the initial graph G0 be a d-regular
graph. In the line graph [10] of Gi , denoted as
Gi 1 L(Gi ) , i 0,1,2, , each node represents an edge of
Gi , i.e., V (Gi 1) {uv | [u, v] E (Gi )} ; and a node uv is adjacent to a node wz if and only if v w , i.e.,
[uv, wz ] E (Gi 1 ) when [u , v ] is adjacent to [ w, z] in Gi .
LG iterations preserve the main feature of the initial
graph such as degree, diameter and routing algorithm.
But the series of graphs generated by LG iterations cannot
accommodate arbitrary number of nodes. Many variations, mainly including partial line graphs (PLG) [11],
necklaces [12], and factorization [13], were proposed to
address this problem. For instance, let G (V , E ) be a
graph. Let E '  E be a subset of edges which are adjacent
to all nodes of G. The PLG technique generates a new
graph G ' PL(G, E ') where the nodes in G' represent the
edges of E ' , and a node uv is adjacent to the nodes v ' w
for each out-neighbor w of v in G, where v ' v if
[v, w] E ' , or v' is any other in-neighbor of w.
The LG iteration and its variations have been studied
and applied as a universal approach to designing interconnection networks (e.g., multiprocessor networks).
However, they are all centralized algorithms requiring
global information and centralized control, thus cannot be
applied to DHTs. Our DLG technique shares the idea of
edge-node transition with LG/PLG techniques. In essence,
however, DLG is more than a distributed version of
LG/PLG and has its distinct theory, applications, and
designs of maintenance mechanism and routing algorithm, totally different from those of LG/PLG.
6.2 Constant-degree DHTs
CAN [3] simulates a d-dimensional Cartesian coordinate
space with the degree of 2d. Each node in CAN corresponds to a zone. Zones split or merge when nodes
join/leave. CAN utilizes a bit-correct routing algorithm
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Fig. 13. Percentage of failed routing with detour-around mechanism.

with diameter ( dN 1/d ) .
Koorde [6] uses the de Bruijn graph to achieve a diameter of (log N ) with two neighbors per node, or a
diameter of (log N / log log N ) with (log N ) neighbors
per node. Koorde uses the immediate real predecessor to
simulate nodes that are not active on the ring. Since
Koorde might travel several real hops to simulate an
imaginary hop, the diameter bound can only be assured
in the expectation in the big Omega (Ω) notation.
FissionE [7] utilizes Kautz graph K (2, D ) as its initial
topology. It uses a CAN-style, space partitioning method
to add new nodes to the overlay. The routing algorithm in
FissionE is similar to that in static Kautz graphs. FissionE
has an average degree of 4 and a diameter of (log 2 N ) .
Guo, et al [8] proposed Moore, a DHT-based Peer-toPeer network that is built based on arbitrary Kautz graph
K ( d , D) . Moore designs the incomplete Kautz (IK) digraph
for its topology maintenance. However, since the IK digraph requires centralized control and global information,
Moore is not a practical scheme. BAKE [17] presents the
balanced Kautz tree to maintain the topology of a Kautz
graph-based DHT, which suffers from similar problems
with Moore [8].
To address the problem of Moore and BAKE, SKY [18]
utilizes a decentralized technique called distributed Kautz
(D-Kautz) graphs for dynamic topology stabilization. DKautz is ONLY a customized technique specific to Kautz
graphs and cannot be applied to other graphs. In contrast,
the DLG technique proposed in this paper is a universal
technique which can be applied to arbitrary regular
graphs with any base. So, the DLG technique could be
viewed as a generalization of D-Kautz.
Hypertree [26] uses a tree for naming nodes and form
a Plaxton [15] mesh-like structure for connections between nodes. It ensures the diameter is bounded by logd N ,
but it can only provide a logarithmic degree bound
(d 1) 
logd N 

in contrast to DK’s constant out-degree d
and rigorous in-degree bound 2d.
Lupu, et al [29] utilized the abstract algebra Cayley
graph to compare various properties of different DHTs.
They also created a framework by which a designer can
implement and simulate easily different network structures. This work is complementary to our DLG technique:
DLG aims to design new DHTs preserving the properties
of the underlying (regular) graphs, which can be compared with existing DHTs and implemented in the Cayley
graph-based framework.
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7 CONCLUSION
This paper presents a universal DHT topology maintenance technique called DLG. Basically, the new topologies are obtained from old ones by iteratively turning
some of the edges into new nodes and redefining new
edges between them. Thus, the new topologies keep the
structure of those they proceed from. In the future, we
plan to extend DLG to a black box: The input is some
kind of description (e.g., XML) of any regular graph, and
the output is a DHT backbone software package satisfying some special requirements.
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